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INTRODUCTION 
It was shown in [5] that if T is a bounded automorphism of a 
Banach algebra A and if the series for log T = log(1 - (I - T)) 
converges, then D = log T is a bounded derivation of A. That is, 
if the spectrum O(T) lies in (a ( 1 z - 1 1 < l}, then T = exp(D) 
for some bounded derivation D. Zeller-Meier [S] proved an even 
stronger result that if T is a bounded automorphism of a Banach 
algebra and if o(T) is contained in Re(z) > 0, then T = exp(D) for 
some bounded derivation D. On the other hand if the Banach algebra 
A is commutative and semi-simple, then it is well-known that there 
are no nonzero bounded derivations of A. ([.?I or [7]). Combining 
these two facts and letting 11 S &, be the spectral radius of an operator 
S we can immediately conclude 
THEOREM A. Let T be an automorphism of a commutative semi- 
simple Banach algebra. Then )( I - T IJsP < 1 implies T = I. 
In this note we look more closely at the spectrum of an automor- 
phism T of a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. As our prin- 
cipal result we shall prove 
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THEOREM 3. Either TN = I for some integer N in which case u(T) 
consists of a finite union of jinite subgroups of the circle, or else O(T) 
contains the entire unit circle. 
Looking at the geometric arrangement of the roots of unity we see 
that Theorem A can be strengthened to 
COROLLARY. If T is an automorphism of a commutative semi-simple 
Banach algebra and T # I, then )I I - T j(SP >, 43. Equality holds ;f, 
and only if, T3 = I. If TN f I for all odd N, then (/ I - T [(np >= 2. 
Also we have 
COROLLARY. If T is an isometric automorphism and TN # I for 
all N, then u(T) = (z ( 1 x j = l}. In particular this holds if A is a 
function algebra (a sup-norm closed subalgebra of C(X) for some com- 
pact X). 
Before proving Theorem 3, we make several comments. 
1. u(T) can strictly contain the unit circle. In fact if A = 
{(qJ 1 C?‘, ( x, I 21”’ < a> with [( x (1 = C_“, 1 x,, 1 2’“’ and com- 
ponent-wise multiplication, then A is a commutative semi-simple 
Banach algebra and the shift operator T is a bounded automorphism 
of A with u(T) = {a ] * < I z I < 2). This example may be modified 
slightlytogiveu(T)={zjr<~z\ <R),whereO<r<l <R <CO. 
2. Some condition on the algebra is necessary, for any Banach 
space A can trivially be made into a Banach algebra by defining the 
product of any two elements of A to be zero. In this case any l-l 
onto bounded linear operator is a bounded automorphism of A and 
thus any compact plane set not containing 0 can be the spectrum of 
some bounded automorphism. 
3. A somewhat related result of Kadison and Ringrose [JJ 
asserts that if T is a. *-automorphism of a C*-algebra, then I( I - T 11 < 2 
implies that T belongs to a norm-continuous one-parameter subgroup 
of automorphisms. 
4. If A is the algebra of 3-tuples (a1 , a2 , a3) with component- 
wise multiplication and \I( a, , a2 , as)11 = (xz=, I ai j2)l12, then A is 
a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra; 
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is an automorphism of A and o(T) = (1, w, w”} where w is a primitive 
CL$ root of unity. For this operator T, 11 I - T II = /I I - T \/SI, = 
. 
NOTATION. Throughout A will be a fixed commutative semi- 
simple Banach algebra with maximal ideal space X. Via the Gelfand 
transform we have an algebra A of continuous functions f on X and 
forf E 4 11~11~ d llf Il. The l-1 onto linear map T satisfying T( fg) = 
(Tf )(Tg) for all f, g E A will be a fixed automorphism of A. It is 
well-known that T is automatically continuous ([a, page 76). This 
automorphism T determines and is determined by a homeomorphism 
of X which we also call T. Thus for each x E X and f E A, (Tf)^(x) = 
.f ( TX). The operator I denotes the identity automorphism and cr( T) = 
{A / (Al - T)-l d oes not exist} = spectrum of T. 
1. THE CASE THAT TN = I FOR SOME INTEGER N 
PROPOSITION 1. If N is an integer then TN = I if, and only ;f, 
AN = 1 for all X E u(T). 
Proof. If TN = I and h E o(T), then hN E u( TN) = (I} by the 
spectral mapping theorem. 
Conversely, if h N= 1 for all x~a(T), then u(TN-I)= {0), 
again by the spectral mapping theorem. By theorem 6 of [5], TN = eD 
for some bounded derivation D of A. Since A is semi-simple, D = 0 
and hence TN = I. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x E X. If n 3 1 and x, TX ,..., Tn-lx are 
distinct points of X and Tnx = x, then every nth root of 1 belongs to s(T). 
Proof. Let A* be the dual space of A and T* the adjoint of T. 
For y E X let eU be the corresponding functional f 4 f(y). Then 
T*(e& = eTy since,foreachfEA,(T*e,)(f) = e,(Tf) =(Tf)^(y)= 
OY) = e&f ). 
Nowifh”= 1,let 
n-1 
Then 
n-1 
E = c h-ieTI, . 
j=O 
T*E = c X-ieT,+lz = 
j=O 
gl A-i+leTjz = A f A-jeTjz = h 5’ A-jeTi, 
j=l ?=O 
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since An = 1 and Tnx = x. Thus T*E = hE. Since x, TX,..., Tn-lx 
are distinct and A separates points of X, we see that E f 0. Thus h 
is an eigenvalue of T* and hence belongs to u(T) since u(T) = u( T*). 
The following is now evident. 
THEOREM 1. If for some integer N, TN = I, then u(T) is a jinite 
union of subgroups of the circle (2 1 I z 1 = l} (and, in fact, the smallest 
such N is the least common multiple of the orders of these subgroups). 
2. THE CASE THAT TN #IFOR ALL INTEGERS N 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving that if TN # I 
for all integers N, then u(T) contains the unit circle. We observe that 
if TN # I for all N, then for each N > 0 there is a Silov boundary 
point xN such that XN , TX, ,..., TNx, are distinct. For if not, then 
for all Silov boundary points x, Tnx = x for some n < N and hence 
TNlx = x for all such x. But this, as is easily shown, implies TN! = I. 
Indeed, p( TN!x) = f(x) f or 
implies (TN!f)-(x) = f(x) 
all f E A and x in the Silov boundary 
f or all Silov boundary points x and all 
f E A, whence TNff = f for all f E A and hence TN! = I. In addition, 
for each xN we can find a neighborhood 42 of xN so small that 4, 
T%)...) TN@ are mutually disjoint. 
The plan of the proof is to show that if 0 is real and eie 4 u(T), then 
(I - eeieT)-l exists and, in fact, (I - zT)-lf^( y) is an analytic 
function of x for z near e-ie, the region of analyticity and modulus of the 
function being uniform inf(li f I[ < 1) andy E X. This function can be 
continued into the unit disc {z 1 j z j < l> as a power series with 
coefficients p ( Tny). If f is chosen so that f is much smaller outside Q 
than it is at some point yN in 42, then these coefficients are “very often” 
small (since Tfiy cannot land in 4 more than once in N times) but 
are large at least once for a large n, if we take y = T-“yN . This leads 
to a contradiction of a theorem of Duffin and Schaeffer. 
We thank D. J. Newman for putting us on the right track by 
showing us (personal communication) a solution to a related problem. 
His indirect methods involved analytic continuation and Polya’s 
Theorem to show that if f (Tn x were always 0 or 1 and were not ) 
periodic in n, then (1 I - T \lSP >, 2. 
We first state the theorem of Duffin and Schaeffer and then obtain 
Lemma 1 as an immediate consequence. 
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THEOREM (Duffin-Schaeffer [2]). Suppose ArL is a monotonic sequence 
of real numbers atisfying 
and (a) I A, - 71 / < r < cc for n > r 
(b) )A,--;\,/ >y>Oforn#m. 
Let f be analytic in Re(z) 2 0 and satisfy 
and (4 Iff4l G aekizl (a < co, k < r) 
(4 If (43 < 1, n > IT 
Then ) f (t)/ < N(I’, y, k) for t > a*(r - k)-I. 
The crucial fact in our application is that the numbers N(r, y, k) 
do not depend on a. 
LEMMA 1. Let h, be a monotonic sequence of positive real numbers 
satisfying 
and (a’) I A, - n I < 2, n > 1 
(b’) I A, - A, I b &, n # m. 
Let F be analytic in Re(x) > 0 and satisfy 
and (4 I FMI C aeklzl (a < CO, k < r) 
(d’) 1 F(&)/ < qfor n > n, (0 < 77 < 1, 0 < no < GO). 
Then there is a constant M(k) such that 1 F(t)1 < M(k) 7 for t 3 t, = 
tda, k rl, 4. 
Proof. For m > 1 define A; = h,+,0 - n, . Then / XL - m ) = 
I 4n+n, - n, - m / = ) h,+,0 - (m + n,)/ < 2 and 1 A& - AL I = 
1 A,,, - A, 1 > 4. Let f (z) = F(z + n,) 7-l which is certainly analytic 
for Re(z) > 0 and satisfies ) f (z)] < ar]-lekIzl@o. Since j f (A;)/ = 
~-ll F(hk + n,)j = 77-r] F(h,+,Jj ,< 1 for n 2 1 we conclude by 
the Duffin-Schaeffer Theorem that j f (t)l < N(2, Q, k) for 
t > aze2kfiov-2(rr - k)-l and so ) F(t)/ < N(2, 4, k) 7 for 
t > a*e2k%-*(r - k)-1 + no . The lemma is thus proved with 
M(k) = N(2, 3, k) and t, = a2e2knoT-2(x - k)-’ + n, . 
For 0 < 6 < r we let Ss be the sector {z j ( x 1 < 1 + 6 and 
n- - 8 < arg x < 7~ + S}. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose B is real and ea $ a(T). For f E A, y E X and 
1 z j < 1, let f(z; y) = Cz=, f (T*y)( -e-@)%“. Then there are constants 
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K < cx) and 6 > 0 such that f(z; y) extends to an analytic function of z 
inS,andIf(z;y)\ ~K~lfllforaZZz~S~,y~Xundj~A. 
Proof. (I - e-iCZ’)-l = eie(eie - T)-l exists. Hence (I + ze-V’)-” 
exists and defines an operator-valued analytic function of z, uniformly 
bounded in operator norm for x near - 1. Say \}(I + ze-ieT)-l\I < KI 
for 1 x + 1 1 < 6, , Hence (I + xe-ieT)-‘f4( y) is a complex-valued 
analytic function of x with modulus at most KJ\f\l for j z + 1 j < 6, 
and any y E X. 
Now if \ x \ < 1, (I + ~9’)~ exists as an operator on C(X), the 
bounded continuous functions on X, and on C(X), (I + zeeieT)M1 = 
~~=a zn(-e-i@)nT” since 11 T I&) = 1. Therefore 
(I + a+T)-LfA( y) = g ( -e-ie)nzn( Pf)^( y) = f f (Py)( -ci6)nzn 
II=0 n-0 
for (z 1 j z ) < 1 and 1 z + 1 j < S,>. The series is clearly analytic 
for ( z [ c 1 since If(Tny)[ d Ilfll. 
Thus f(x; y) is analytic on (z 1 I z I < If u (z \ \ x f 1 \ < Sri, 
which contains SB for small 6, and ( f(x; y)i < Krllf/ for z E S, and 
1-8<f(z/<l++. 
Furthermore, since \f( Py)l < llfii we find that 
for 1 z 1 < 1 - 6. The lemma, then, is proved with K = max(K, ,8-l). 
LEMMA 3. If U(T) d oes not contain the full unit circle, then there are 
constants a, k, R, 0 < a < CO, 0 < It < vr, 1 < R < CO such that 
iff G A, \I f I[ < 1, and y E X, there is ati entirefunctionfZ(a; y) satisfying 
If+; y)l < aekraf and 1 1 f (n; y)[ - I f(Fy)\ 1 < alien for positive 
integers n. 
Proof. Assume eie 4 u(T). By Lemma 2, ( f(z; y)/ < K in some 
;ee~; Sa where f(z; y) is defined for ) z / < 1 by Cz=, f (Py)( -eDie)%P. 
= ST - 6 + log(1 + 6); k < n. Let A = 1 -j- 6 and Y = R-l. 
Clearly \ f(z;y)\ < (1 - 7)-l = R(R - 1)--l = (1 + 8) Wfor j z j < r. 
We now compute the Taylor series coefficients of f(z; y) by inte- 
grating over a curve made up of four pieces. 
F, = the radial segment from Rei(-a+a) to rei(-n+8); 
I’, = the counterclockwise circular arc from rei(-*+s) to rei(+a); 
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r, = the radial segment from reicn-6) to Rei(v-8); 
r, = the counterclockwise circular arc from Rei(V-6) to Rei(“fs). 
Cauchy’s formula gives 
24(Py)( -e-ie)n = i j f(w; y) W-~-I dw. 
j=l l-j 
(See [1], p. 239 for a similar computation.) Now 
j, f(w; y) w-‘-l dw = j:, f(t&‘-“+“‘, *y) exp[n( -log t - i( --r + S))] t-l dt; 
j, few; y) W-n-l dw = jyi6T6, f(re”; y) exp[a(-log r - 81 ide; 
m 
i f(w; Y) 
w-n-1 dw = 
l-8 s 
R 
f(tei(n-6); y) exp[n(-log t - ;(v - S))] t-l dt; 
r 
s 
n+6 
f(w Y) w-“-l dw = f(Re@; y) R-ne-nieid9. 
r, n-6 
If in the first three integrals we replace n by z we have that the 
exponential term is at most e klzl, the rest of the integrand is bounded 
by max(KR, (1 + 8)/S) and the integration is along a curve of length 
at most 2~. Thus 
il (2ni)-1 j,, f(w; y) w-“-l dw 
I 
is an entire function of z which we call 3(z; y) and which satisfies 
IJ<z; r)l < aeklzi, where a = 3 max(KR, (1 + 8)/S). Also 
(ZT)-~ j j, f(w; y) w-“-l dw / < KR-” < aR-“. 
Finally, 
and so 
t25w j, f(w; Y) w--l dw = f( Tny) - r”(rz; y) 
j lj(n;y)l - If^(T”y)l 1 d /(271)-‘j~*f(w;y)w-“‘dw j < a~+? 
THEOREM 2. If TN # If oraZZintegersN,thena(T)3{z~Ix~ = I>.
Proof. Suppose eie 4 g(T). Let M(k) be the constant in Lemma 1 
and a, K, R be the constants from Lemma 3. Choose an integer N 
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so large that [(N + 1)/N] k < 7~. Let xN be a Silov boundary point 
with xN , TX, ,..., TNxN distinct and let % be a neighborhood of xN 
such that %!‘, T@,..., TN@ are mutually disjoint. Put b = 
[4M((N + 1)/N) k)]-l. Choose a point yN E @ and f E A with llfl\ = 1, 
p( yN) > 0 and if(x)/ < bf( yN) for all x outside 9Y. We can do this 
since xN is a Silov boundary point in X. 
For any x E X, the sequence of points x, TX, T2x, T3x,... enters % at 
most l/(N + 1) of the time. That is, at most one of Tix, Ti+l~,...,Ti+N~ 
can be in 9, because if Tjx E @, then Ti+“x $ @ since Tj+k~ E Tk@ 
which is disjoint from Q(1 < k < N). 
Keeping x fixed, but arbitrary, choose N integers n from each of 
the blocks 0 < n < N + 1, N + 1 < n < 2N + 2,... for which 
Tnx 4 %‘. Number these integers 0 < n, < n2 . . . and put Aj = 
[N/(N + 1)l nj * 
Construct the entire functionf (x; x) as in Lemma 3 and put F(z) = 
3((N + 1)/N) x; x). Then 
1 F(z)( = lp(q+ z; x)1 < fze(N-+~)~l~l~N 
and 
fori 2 ~dh4(~~)~ a, R) because aRV$ is eventually less than bf ( yN). 
The map t -+ [N/(N + l)] t takes (N + 1)j < t < (N + l)(i + 1) 
to iVj < t < N(i + 1). In the latter interval there are N integers and 
N h’s. It is clear that ) Aj - j 1 < 2 and 1 A3 - Ai, / > * for j # j’. 
For this functionF and (Ai) all the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. 
Therefore, 
1 F(t)] < 2M (w kj b?(YN) = ;hN) 
for all large t, say for t 2 t, . That is, for t > t, , we have 
_ zv+1 I ( f NC x)1 d ;P(Yd 
Therefore, from Lemma 3, I{( T”x)] ,< &f( yN) + CZR-~ for n > n(tl). 
Hence ( f(Tnx)l f sf( yN) for n > n’ >, n(tl) where aR+ < $f( yN) 
for n > n’. On the other hand, if we choose x = T-*‘y,+, then 
IfP’x)l = I > $f(~d, a contradiction. Thus the assumption 
that a(T)$ (z 1 jzl = l} is false and hence if TN # I, then 
o(T) 3 {z 1 1 z I = l}. 
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Finally, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 together imply 
THEOREM 3. If T is an automorphism of a commutative semi-simple 
Banach algebra, then either T N = I for some integer N in which case 
u(T) consists of a jnite union of finite subgroups of the circle, or else 
o(T) 1 (2 j / z 1 = I}. 
COROLLARY 1. If T is an automorphism of a commutative semi-simple 
Banach algebra and /) T Ijsp = // T-l (lSp = 1, then either TN = I for 
some integer N or o(T) = {z [ / z j = I>. 
Proof. )I TJ/,, = 1 im pl ies u(T) C (z ) / z / < l}, while 11 T-l /lSp = 1 
implies u( T-l) C {z J 1 z / < I} which, in turn, implies o(T) r> 
(z 1 I 2 I b I>. Th us in this case u(T) C {z 1 I x j = 1). Combining this 
with Theorem 3 gives the result. 
As mentioned as an important special case, we have 
COROLLARY 2. If T is an isometric automorphism of a commutative 
semi-simple Banach algebra, then TN = I for some integer N OY u(T) = 
{z I I 2 I = 11. 
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